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About This Game

ECON is a minimalist abstract puzzle board game about making elemental connections. Relax, think, and match the
colored tiles as the board unfolds.

Connect colored tiles on the same board as your opponent while using the growing field of vivid squares to gain an advantage.
Struggle against six types of computer opponents, each with their own method of outwitting you, or play against a friend person

online. Learn the gentle nuances of play to eke out those precious few points.

FEATURES

-Simple, easy-to-understand gameplay
-Satisfying strategies

-Online multiplayer, single player, and puzzle challenges
-Minimal visual elegance

-Smooth soundtrack by Lannie "Merlandese" Neely III and Fernando Carabajal
-Light visual customization

-A good aura, like an old friend
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Escellent expansion. The game recieved a lot of criticism, but it is really a solid Heroes experience.. Scientific, aesthetic,
beautiful, romantic, challenging and addictive. why? Steam server no cut , but some people can use cut that GM
Where fair ?
f so, cut no different Steam server server Blaze. If you love the old point and click genre of the 90s, youll love this. I originally
picked it up for 99p at EB back in the day and revisiting it was a great shot of nostalgia.. Simple mini games like most of the
early VR offerings. However, there is a fair number of games and they all feel correct (good). I would also note that this is the
type of game where the global scores actually add to the atmosphere.

It feels clean for an early access title and I am looking forward to future updates.
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Very neat graphics and smooth movement perception, it's a great short game even without VR gear.

I could even buy a longer version of this game which is relaxing and challenging at the same time.

The colorful depiction of the interior of the cell and it's organelles is spectacular and looks like a Biology textbook in motion.

I loved this game.. that game should be on newgrounds, not steam. it's a realy nice game with a good graphices and hard level
but the thing that i didnt like it in the game is that if you exit you have to restart from 0
thank you. An Instant Childhood Arcade Classic from the Days of my Childhood, in which you have to collect all the Worm
Doodles with Freddi Fish & Luther in 100 Levels of Tidal Fun.. Best. Game. Ever. Play it for hours!. The lake is good BUT!!
there is a place between 2 small islands where you added some strong ambience .. some birds and insects .. I do not remember ..
BUT those ambience NEVER stops and its a bit annoying and unrealistic. They do not cry the same thing forever all the time ..
Sounds thenselves are really nice but .. some moderation should be in order ... a terrible game that was abandoned so the
developer could make more awful fnaf fan games. at least finish your game THAT PEOPLE ARE PAYING MONEY FOR!!!
DO NOT BUY!!!. I can play this game all day, everyday.

At first it might seem hard to play, but really, you just need a lot of practice maneuvering, strategizing and what not and it will
be tons of fun to play.

*I nominated this game for the "5 more minutes award..". I doubt it would win, but this game definitely was the reason why I
had eye bags all the time.*
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